Quantitative image analysis with densitometry for immunohistochemistry and autoradiography of receptor binding sites--methodological considerations.
Major technical progress in the development of computer-based image analysis has made possible the entry of autoradiography and immunohistochemistry into a new era where quantification by densitometry has become easily accessible. Autoradiography could become quantitative and displayed adequate reproducibility with the help of emulsion-coated films and the use of scales of standards of known radioactivity exposed and analyzed in parallel to the tissue sections. Immunohistochemistry after revelation by a color-based enzymatic technique can also become quantitative, providing that standardization of the crucial steps of the procedure and calibration through a parallel treatment of a scale of antigen standards can be ensured. Such an approach is described here in the rat with reference to tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), the main synthesizing enzyme for catecholamines, and with dopamine (DA) itself, a catecholaminergic neurotransmitter. The different parts of the procedure, which can influence the results, such as the fixation of the animals by perfusion and the evaluation of the fluctuations via the calibration curve, are discussed in detail. Biological validation of the proposed procedure is described by reference to experiments already well documented biochemically, such as the induction effect of reserpine on TH in the rat locus coeruleus and the depleting effect of alpha-methyltyrosine (AMPT), a well-known blocker of TH activity, on rat striatal DA content. Finally the importance of restricting the measurements to the (pseudo)linear portion of the calibration curve is illustrated by the autoradiographic identification of the differential intrastriatal repartition of the dopaminergic D1 and D2 receptor sites, particularly the dual patch-matrix compartments.